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 Timp efectiv de lucru – 60 minute 

 Toate subiectele sunt obligatorii. 

 Pentru această probă se acordă 60 de puncte. 

 

 1. Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D. (5 items X 2 points=10 points) 

 
 English is the first language of (0)__A__people in countries outside the United Kingdom. When you 

(1)___speakers of English from around the world, you (2)___notice that they do not all speak in the same way. 

There are also some (3)___in the words they use. But although pronunciation and (4)___are not the same 

everywhere, it is interesting that English speakers (5)___different places of the world can understand  each other 

quite easily..  

0  A many  B much  C most   D more  

1  A recognize  B meet    C find   D attend  

2  A originally  B strangely   C curiously  D immediately  

3  A differences B corrections   C changes D mistakes 

4          A reading B composition   C dictation  D vocabulary 

5   A of   B in    C from   D at  

  
 2. Fill in using ONE word for each gap. (5 items X 2 points =10 points) 

 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

 

I stayed 1. ……………… the Grand Hotel last week 2……………….. Tuesday to Thursday. I think I left a 

gold ring 3.…………………. my hotel room. I stayed in room 309. It may be in the cupboard next to the 

bed. Please, 4.……………… you look for it? 5.  ……………. you find it, can you send it to me? 

Thank you very much, 

Celia Hicks. 

 

3. Look carefully at each line. Some lines are correct but some have a word which should not be there. 

Tick (√) each correct line. If a line has a word which should not be there, write the word on your 

answer sheet.          (10 items X 1 point = 10 points) 

 

African models 

 Talent scouts are looking for the next generation of supermodels have realised      0…are.. 

 Africa‟s potential. Lyndsey McIntyre, a former model herself, recently    00..√…. 

 opened one  first African office. „African women are being graceful and   1…..…. 

 serene‟ she says. „These qualities could to make them do very well in   2……... 

 this business.‟ However, spotting supermodels is rarely easy, as well McIntyre  3……... 

 discovered when she visited the Orma tribe of remote north-eastern Kenya, whose 4……… 

 the women are reported to be especially striking. „The tribal leaders were   5……… 

 a bit suspicious and I wasn‟t allowed to be meet many of their girls,‟   6……… 

 she explains. Another problem is that reports aren‟t always reliable. McIntyre  7……… 

 discovered this when one of the village‟s „most beautiful girls‟ turned out to be  8……… 

 its heaviest one. She had to explain that Western advertisers prefer to   9……… 

 far slimmer women. However, the Orma are not alone in believing fat it is   10……… 

beautiful.  

 

  



4. Write the correct word derived from the words given. Use CAPITAL LETTERS to fill in your 

answer. There is one example. (10 items X 1 point = 10 points) 
Example: I don't like TRADITIONAL  food. TRADITION 

1. Artists must be ..., otherwise they just repeat what they see or hear.  CREATE  

2. We need to know your ... as soon as possible.     DECIDE  

3. I don't like those trousers, no matter how ... they are.    FASHION  

4. Have they put the Christmas ... yet?      DECORATE  

5. I ... think that there's no point in arguing with him.    HONEST  

6. Obama is the most popular ... in the world.     POLITICS  

7. If you make a good ... at the interview, you will get the job.   IMPRESS  

8. She is always ... towards her parents.      RESPECT  

9. The weatherman said there is a strong ... of rain today.   POSSIBLE  

10. Athens is ... for its ancient buildings.      FAME  

 
 5. Read the text. Decide if the sentences are true or false and circle T (true) or F (false). (10 

items X 2point=20points) 

            

  Communication technology has invaded our life. Psychologists are worried that youngsters do not 

want to spend time with anything else but social media sites and live their relationships in a virtual world. 

The term “Facebook addiction” describes a psychological issue which is very frequent nowadays. People 

often choose to talk to each other via mobile phone, Skype, Facebook or Twitter, scientists believe, because 

they may be afraid of getting to know each other face to face. However, by doing this, they don‟t get to see 

their partners‟ facial expression or gestures, and human emotions are reduced to “likes”/ ”dislikes” and 

smiley faces.    

 It appears that people don‟t even argue about things in the usual way and carry out great conflicts in 

the open, on these networking sites. Then other people make public comments about their conflicts. This is 

how problems that should be solved privately and shared only with friends are eventually shared with 

numerous online users.  Twitter allows users to send and receive short messages, called “tweets”, which are 

up to 140 characters long and can be sent from people‟s computers or mobile phones. However, photo 

uploads are not allowed. Twitter users follow what other people post, sometimes users promote events or 

products, but sometimes they simply inform other people on their daily activities, such as “I‟m off to 

school”.                 

Facebook, the world‟s biggest social media network, has announced that it now has over one billion active 

users, which is one seventh of the planet‟s population. Since its launch in 2004, there have been over one 

trillion “likes” and over 17 billion uploaded photos.  Over 600 million Facebook users connect through 

mobile phones. In some African countries there is a simplified version of Facebook, which can be accessed 

on mobile phones with no Internet connection, to make sure that even people in rural areas have a Facebook 

account.    

1. Psychologists are concerned that teenagers refuse to live in the real word.     T / F 

2. People prefer getting to know each other face to face.                                     T / F 

3. The way of expressing feelings and emotions is limited online.                      T / F 

4. People carry out fights on these sites and their problems become public.       T / F 

5. On Twitter, users upload lots of photos.                                                          T / F 

6. “Tweets” must be 140 characters long.                                                            T / F 

7. Facebook is the most popular and successful social media network.               T / F 

8. Facebook users can only post messages related to their daily activities.         T / F 

9. More than half of the Facebook users connect through mobile phones.          T / F 

10. No one can access Facebook without Internet connection.                              T / F 
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 1. Choose the correct answer A, B, or C. (5 items X 2 points=10 points) 

 

1. B 2. D 3. A 4. D 5. C 

 
 2. Fill in using ONE word for each gap. (5 items X 2 points =10 points) 

 

1. at   2 from     3. in  4. can  5. if 

 

 3. Look carefully at each line. Some lines are correct but some have a word which should not 

be there. Tick (√) each correct line. If a line has a word which should not be there, write the word on 

your answer sheet.          (10 items X 1 point = 10 points) 

 

1. being   2. to  3. well  4. √  5. the   6. be   7. √   8. √     9. to   10. it    

 

 4. Write the correct word derived from the words given. Use CAPITAL LETTERS to fill in 

your answer. There is one example. (10 items X 1 point = 10 points) 

 

  1. CREATIVE 

  2. DECISION 

  3. FASHIONABLE 

  4. DECORATIONS 

  5. HONESTLY 

  6. POLITICIAN 

  7. IMPRESSION 

  8. RESPECTFUL 

  9. POSSIBILITY 

  10. FAMOUS 

 5. Read the article. For each sentence choose the correct answer A, B, or C. (10 items X 

2point=20points) 

    1.T;  2.F;  3.T;  4.T;  5.F;  6.F; 7.T; 8.F; 9.T; 10. F 

 

 

 


